
            Ter informatie en met groet, 
            Robby 
  

  
----- Original Message -----  
From: Shalom Pront  
To: Braaf-Snir Ilana (thuis) ; Braaf-Snir Ilana  
Cc: Winter, Shimon de ; Vries, Pim de ; Tswi Herrschel ; Trop, Ies ; Struch, Bernd ; ShachamWitzenhauen, 
Margalith ; SCMI Petra ; Richter, Jacques ; Raalte, Amos van ; Pri-Gal, Jacques ; Millul, Jehudith ; Markus, Herbert ; 
Maoz, Elly ; Levie, Zeev de ; Lavie-Peiper Architects ; Kupferschmidt, Uri ; Herschler, Marthi ; Heijer, Chaim den ; 
Gazan, Miriam Dubi ; Elburg, Barend ; Elata, Chaim ; Drukker, Alfred ; Denekamp, Jaakov ; Beumer, Angelien thuis ; 
Beumer, Angelien ; Bar-Tel, Baruch ; Rachman, Rivka  
Sent: Monday, July 05, 2004 12:39 AM 
Subject: Fw: Resignation from the Finance Committee 
  
To Ilana and all SCMI Members, 
I tried to persuade Bernd from resigning right now 
in the hope that  all the safety measures promised by the chairwoman 
would be installed and prove successfull. 
However, Bernd decided what he decided and I understand his decision 
only too well. 
The happy go lucky attitude of our treasurer and several of the DB are in my 
opinion  misplaced and highly  improper  in well managed environments. 
A well managed organization first has to prove itself to be trustworthy, before any trust can be placed in it by  
other organizations. 
An organization that seems to be unwilling, during several month of incitements, to fully expose 
it's financial dealings by providing simple documentation, and instead is spreading 
opinion forming excuse stories , does not , in my opinion, deserve any trust from public funds managers.  
I am fully aware that with the withdrawal of Bernd from the financial commission, we lost  
the last stand against what we consider improper financial procedures, and  thus, 
being the last active person on this commission, and in face of the decision of the board  tonight , to 
entrust our partners with an additional NIS 180.000 , I have no options left , but to announce my resignation as well. 
I hope everybody will be satisfied. 
Shalom Pront 
  
  
  
----- Original Message -----  
From: B. Struch  
To: Ilana Braaf-Snir werk ; Braaf-Snir Ilana home  
Cc: Bar-Tel, Baruch ; Elburg, Barend ; Ies Tropp ; Peiper, Gidi ; zeev ; Shalom Pront ; ShachamWitzenhauen, 
Margalith ; Millul, Jehudith ; Beumer, Angelien ; Beumer, Angelien thuis ; Marthi Hershler ; Chaim den Heijer ; Pri-
Gal, Jacques ; Tswi Herrschel ; Miriamdubi@bezeqint.net ; Shemuel Dasberg  
Sent: Sunday, July 04, 2004 9:40 PM 
Subject: Resignation from the Finance Committee 
  
                                                                                                                                                           July 4th, 2004. 
  
  
Ilana shalom, 
  
During the past few weeks I wrote several letters concerning the financial dealings between SCMI and SPI and 
yesterday we discussed the subject of improper financial behaviour. 
  
During today's meeting I again explained what is wrong . Many of the boardmembers agreed . 
Much to my astonishment the board approved the continuation of the procedures which have been proven wrong 
twice. 
  
The conclusion is that my financial background and recommendations are either wrong or don't suit SCMI. 
  
In both cases it is a waste of time for the board and for myself and I therefore resign from my function as Chairman 
of the 
Finance Committee of SCMI. 
  
My decission is final. 
  
  
  
Bernd Struch. 
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Administrator
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Angelien, please send copy to Moshe Harel. 
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